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Abstract 
Galeana-SBnchez, H. and V. Neumann-Lara, Extending kernel perfect digraphs to kernel 
perfect critical digraphs, Discrete Mathematics 94 (1991) 181-187. 
In this paper we prove that any R-digraph is an induced subdigraph of an infinite set of 
R-digraphs. The method employed in the proof can be used as a powerful tool in the 
construction of a large class of R--digraphs. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we prove that any R-digraph (kernel perfect digraph or KP 
digraph) can be extended to an ZCdigraph (kernel perfect critical digraph or 
KPC digraph). As a consequence we prove that there exist asymmetrical 
R;digraphs with arbitrarily large dichromatic number. Along the proof a 
general method is developed which allows the construction of a large variety of 
R;digraphs. We use the same terminology as in [8]. 
For general concepts we refer the reader to [ 11. Let D be a digraph; V(D) and 
F(D) or FD will denote the sets of vertices and arcs of D respectively. If Do is a 
subdigraph (resp. induced subdigraph) of D we write Do c D (resp. Do c* D). An 
arc 2.4) u2 of D will be called an S&-arc whenever u1 E S1 and u2 E &; D[S,] will 
denote the subdigraph of D induced by S1 and D[S,, &] the subdiagraph of D 
with vertex-set S1 U & and whose arcs are the S&-arcs of D. An arc ulu2 E F(D) 
is called asymmetrical (resp. symmetrical) if u2ul $ F(D) (resp. u2ul E F(D)). 
The asymmetrical part of D (resp. symmetrical part of D), which is denoted by 
Asym(D) (resp. Sym(D)) is the spanning subdigraph of D whose arcs are the 
asymmetrical (resp. symmetrical) arcs of D; D is called an asymmetrical digraph 
if Asym( D) = D. A set I c V(D) is independent if FD[I] = 8. A kernel N of D is 
an independent set of vertices such that for each z E V(D) - N there exists a 
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ZN-arc in D. A semikernel S of D is an independent set of vertices such that for 
every z E V(D)-& for which there exists an &arc, there also exists a zS-arc. 
A digraph D is called (i) quasi R-digraph if every proper induced subdigraph of 
D has a kernel; (ii) R-digraph if every non-empty induced subdigraph of D has a 
non-empty semikernel; (iii) R--digraph (or KPC-digraph) if D is a quasi 
R-digraph and has no kernel. 
It is known that R-digraphs are the same as KP digraphs [ll]. Therefore a 
quasi R-digraph D is either an R-digraph or an R--digraph depending on whether 
it has a kernel or not. R-digraphs and R--digraphs have been investigated by 
several authors, namely Von Neumann and Morgenstern [16], Richardson 
[13-E], Duchet and Meyniel [2-41 and Galeana-Sfinchez and Neumann-Lara 
[6-8,111. 
We *tnd this section with some definitions and previous results. 
The complement of a set A is denoted by A’. The digraphs C = en 
(j& . - . , jk) and E, the directed path of length n - 1, are defined by 
V(C)={O,l,...,n - l}, F(C) = ((u, v) 1 v - u = js (modn), s = 1,2, . . . , k}; 
V(lQ = (0, 1, . . . , n - l}, F(F;,) = {(i, i + 1) 1 i = 0, . . . , n - 2). 
If D and D’ are isomorphic digraphs we write D = D ‘. The following results 
were proved in [S]. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that V(D) has a partition {V, , V2> such that every V, V2-arc 
in D is symmetric and D[ VI] and D[ V ] 2 are R-digraphs. Then D is an R-digraph. 
Theorem 1.2. If 2 s r s [n/2], then C = c,,(l, f2, f3, . . . , fr) is an R-digraph 
or an R--digraph depending on whether n = 0 mod (r + 1) or n + 0 mod (r + 1). 
Corollary 1.1. CJl, f2, . . . , &[n 121) is an R--digraph for n 2 4. 
2. s-Systems and s-extensions of R-digraphs to R--digraphs 
In this section we introduce the s-construction. The main result concerning the 
s-construction is Theorem 2.3 which enables us to generate a large class of 
R--digraphs. 
Definition 2.1. Let Do be a digraph. A 4-tuple SO = (Do, U, U+, U_) will be called 
an s,-system (over Do) if it satisfies (i) U, U+ and U_ are sets of vertices with the 
same cardinality and U c V(O,). (ii) V(D,), U+ and U- are mutually disjoint 
sets. 
In what follows, if SO = (D,, U, U+, U_) is an so-system, we shall denote by u+ 
(resp. u_) the vertex in U+ (resp. U-) which corresponds to u E U for any fixed 
bijection from U to U+ (resp. from U to U-). 
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If SO = (DO, U, U+, K) is an +-system, we denote by s&J the digraph defined 
as follows: 
V(s,(s,)) = (V(o,) - U) u U+ U u-9 
F(s&,)) = FD,[V(D,) - U] U (a.~ 1 zu E FD, z $ U, u E U> 
U {u+z 1 uz E FD, u E U, z $ U) U (u:u!! 1 dun E FD, u’, 
U”E U). 
Notice that s&J is defined up to isomorphism. 
Definition 2.2. An s-system is a 4-tuple (SO, /?, %+, Q-) where: 
(i) SO = (DO, U, U+, U-) is an SO-system and %_ and %+ are digraphs such that 
V(%_) = u-, V(%+) = u+. 
(ii) /3 = {pu 1 u E U} is a set of mutually disjoint directed paths where each /s, is 
an u-u+-directed path of positive even length and V(f?,) n V(s,,(S,)) = {u_, u,}. 
If S = (SO, B, a+, %-) is an s-system we define 
s(S)=s,(S,)u u p,uu+uciu_. 
ueu 
Notice that if U = 0 then s,(&) = s(S) = DO. 
Theorem 2.1. Let S = (SO, /3, Q,, %_) be an s-system where SO = (DO, U, U+, 
K). Suppose that u+v+ E FQ, or u_v_ E F%_ implies uv E FD,[U]. Then s(S) 
has a kernel iff DO has a kernel. 
Proof. (i) Suppose that DO has a kernel NO, U # 0. For each u E U let Nu be 
defined as follows: If u E NO, Nu is the kernel of & and if u $ NO, Nu is the kernel 
of /3* - {u,}. Clearly the kernel of pU contains {u_, u,} and the kernel of 
/$, - {u,} does not contain u-. We will prove that N = (No - U) U lJuEU Nu is a 
kernel of s(S). 
Clearly N is an independent set. Let z E (V(s(S)) - N). Three cases are to be 
considered. 
If z E lJuEdh - W+H then th ere exists a zN,-arc and thus a zN-arc. 
If z = u+ for some u E U then u $ NO and there exists w E NO such that 
uw E FDO. In case w $ U, we have w EN and zw E Fs(S). 
If w E U then w- E N and zw_ E Fs(S). In both cases there exists a zN-arc in 
s(S)* 
Finally if z $ lJusu &, then z E DO - U - NO, so there exists w E NO such that 
zw E FD,. Proceeding as above we conclude that there exists a zN-arc in s(S). 
(ii) If N is a kernel of s(S) define N,, = N n & for u E U. Clearly u- E N implies 
u+ E N. Moreover, Nu is a kernel of /3u provided u- E N. In case u_ $ N, there 
exists v E N such that u-v E Fs(S). If v $ Nu, v = w_ for some w E U. Therefore 
u_ w- E Fs(S) and the hypothesis implies uw E FD,[U). It follows that u, w- E 
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Fs(S) and since w_ E N, u+ $ N. If v E ZVU, from the fact that /3U is an 
cc_ u+-directed path of even length, one has u+ $ NU and finally u + $ N. 
We have proved that u_ E N iff u+ E ZV. Now it is easy to conclude that 
NO = (N - UUEUNU) U {u E U 1 u+ E IV} is a kernel of DO. Cl 
Theorem 2.2. Let S = (So, /9, %+, %_) be an s-system, So = (D,, U, U+, U_). 
Suppose that %+ and %_ are R-digraphs such that: 
(i) If u+v+ E F%, or u-v- E F%_ then uv E F(Sym(D,[U])). 
(ii) If u-v_ E F%_ and z+ w+ E F%+ then w + u. 
Then s(S) is a quasi R-digraph provided Do is a quasi R-&graph. 
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false and let H be an R--digraph such that 
H s* s(S). Clearly we can assume U # 0. Define HU = H n pU for u E U. We will 
prove that if HU is non-empty then it is BU, u+ or u _ . Suppose that 0 # HU s pU. 
Since H is connected and has no cutpoints [9] (see also [8, Theorem 3.1]), we 
have that if {u,, u-) # HU, then Hu c {u,} or H,, c {u}. 
Then we can assume that {u,, u-} c Hu, and since HL( # /!lu and H is strongly 
connected (see [2]) it follows that HL( = {u,, u_}. From condition (ii) it follows 
d&u+) = 0 or dL(u_) = 0, which is impossible because H is a strongly connected 
digraph. 
Define H+, H-, Ho and W as follows: 
H+= {u+EU+~HIH,=~+), 
H_= {u-EU-nH(H,=u_}, 
H,={~EUIH,=BU}, 
W=V(H)-U. 
Clearly, H+, H- , Ho and W are pairwise disjoint. 
Let H’ be the subdigraph (not necessarily induced) of Do obtained from H by 
identifying fiU with u for each u E Ho. It is an easy task to verify the following 
properties: 
V(H’)=H+UH_UH,UW. 
uv E F(H’) iff one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(1) u, v E (H&J W) and uv E FD,. 
(2) ue(H+UH_), vEWanduvEFH. 
(3) u E (H+ U H_), v E Ho and there exists some u{v+, v-}-arc in H. 
(4) UEW, vE(H+UH_)anduvEFH. 
(5) u E Ho, v E (H+ U H_) and there exists some {u,, u_}v-arc in H. 
(6) u, v E (H+ U H_) and uv E FH. 
In order to prove that H’ is an R-digraph we have to obtain first some partial 
results. 
(a) If H+ f 0 then H’[H+] is an R-digraph. 
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This follows from the fact that H’[H+] = H[H+] = %+[H+] and %+ is an 
R-digraph. 
Similarly, 
(b) if H_ # 8 then H’[H_] is an R-digraph. 
(c) Every H_(V(H’) - H-) -arc of H’ 1s a symmetrical arc of Hf. 
Proof of (c) Let xz be an H-(V(H’) -H-)-arc of H’, then x = u, E U_ n H, 
H,,={u_) d an z E H+ U Ho U W. Now we analyze the three possible cases: 
Cme (cl). If z E H+ then z = v+ E U+ n H and u-u+ EFH. Hence u-v+ E 
F.(S) which is impossible by definition of s(S). 
Case (~2). If z E Ho, by (3) there exists some u-(2+, z-}-arc in H $*s(S). By 
definition of s(S) this arc is precisely u_z_ , then u-z- E F(%_ n H). Now by (i) 
uz E F Sym DOIU]. It follows that z+u_ E FH and by (5) zu, E FH’. So xz is a 
symmetrical arc of H’. 
Case (~3). If z E W, (2) implies that u-z E FH with z E (V(H) - U) which is 
impossible by the definition of s(S). 
(d) Every (V(H’) - H+)H+- arc of H’ is a symmetrical arc of H’. 
Proof of(d). Let xz be a (V(H’) - H+)H+-arc of H’. 
Wehavez=v+EU+nH, HV=v+andx~H_UHoUW. 
We analyze the three possible cases: 
Case (dl). If XEH-, x=u_~U_nH, H,=u_, u_v+dH and hence 
u-v, E Fs(S) which is impossible by the definition of s(S). 
Case (d2). If x E HO by (5) there exists some (x,, x_}v+-arc in H s* s(S), by 
definition of s(S) this arc is x+v+. Since x+v+ E F(%+ n H) and because (i), 
xv E F(Sym(DOIU])). Then v+x_ E FH and by (3) v+x E FH’. Therefore xz is a 
symmetrical arc of H’. 
Case (d3). If x E W, (4) implies that xv+ E FH with x E (V(H) - U) which is 
impossible in view of the definition of s(S). 
(e) H’[H,U W] is an R-digraph. 
Proof of (e). It follows from (1) and the fact that H’[HO U W] = DOrHO U W]. 
(f) H’ - H+ is an R-digraph. 
Proof of (f). Clearly V(H’ -H+)=H_Uhl,UW. If H_=II) we have If’- 
H+ = Hf[HO U W] and property (e) implies property (f), so we can assume that 
H_#fl. IfH,UW=OthenH’-H+ = H’ [H-l and (f) follows from property (b). 
We can assume then HO U W # 8. 
Therefore (H__ , HO U W) is a partition of V(H’ - H+) which satisfies the 
hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 (see (b), (c) and (e)) and H’ - H+ is an R-digraph. 
(g) H’ is an R-digraph. 
Proof of (g). Clearly V(H’) = (H’ -H+) U H+. If H+ =0 then we have 
H’ = H’ - H+ and property (f) implies property (g). If H’ - H+ = fl then 
H’ = H’[H+] and (g) follows from property (a). So we can assume that 
(H’ - H+ f H+) is a partition of V(H’). This partition satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.1 (see (a), (d) and (f)), and we conclude that H’ is an R-digraph. 
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The definitions of H’ and s(S) imply 
(h) H =s(S’) where 
S’ = (S& /Y, ‘4?&, %L), S;= (H’, Ho, U;, L/L), 
u:={u+[u~H~}, U’=(u_lu~H~}, 
fI’ = {flu 1 u E H,,), ‘4%: = %,[U:], Q&l, = all&J:]. 
By (g) H’ has a kernel and from Theorem 2.1 and (h) we deduce that H has a 
kernel. This is a contradiction with the assumption that H is an R--digraph. 
Theorem 2.3. Under the same hypothesis of Theorem 2.2, s(S) is an R--digraph 
(resp. R-digraph) iff D 0 is an R--digraph (resp. R-digraph). 
Proof. In virtue of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it is sufficient o prove that Do is a quasi 
R-digraph provided s(S) is a quasi R-digraph. 
Suppose this is false and let H s* Do be an R--digraph. Define the s-system 
S’ = (S& /3’, %:, %L) as follows: 
Sh= (H, U’, U:, U!_) where U’ = V(H) n U; 
U:=(U,]UEU’) and U!_=(U_IUEU’}; 
j3’ = (/Iu 1 u E U’>; ‘iu: = %+[ug; 4x_ = %_[K]. 
Clearly s(S’) is a proper induced subdigraph of s(S). Then s(S’) is an R-digraph 
and so it has a kernel. By Theorem 2.1, H has a kernel which is impossible since 
H is an R--digraph. 
Corollary 2.1. Under the same hypothesis as Theorem 2. I s(S) is a quasi 
R-digraph iff Do is a quasi R-digraph. 
3. Extending R-digraphs to ZCdigraphs 
As an important application of Theorem 2.3 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 3.1. Every R-digraph Q( (resp. asymmetrical R-digraph a) is an induced 
subdigraph of an R--digraph (resp. asymmetrical R--digraph). 
Proof. Let Do be an R--digraph such that there exists a set U’ c V(O,) satisfying 
the conditions ]U'l = IV(a)] and Sym D,,[U’] is complete. Let U c V(O,) be a 
transversal of F(Sym(D,)) containing U’ (Take, for instance, Do = &(l, f2, f 
3 ’ - 9 km), m 3 IV(a)l, U = V(D”), U’= {0,2,. . . ,2m --2}, Do is an R-- 
digraph by Corollary 1.1. 
Take 4Y+ and %_ such that Q+[Uij = LY and F%+ = F%+[U:], F(%_) = fl and 
let pU be any directed path of even length (for instance p’). We obtain an 
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s-system S. By Theorem 2.3, s(S) is an Z?--digraph (resp. asymmetrical 
Kdigraph) and clearly cy = s(s)[ iii j. 
Corollary 3.1. There is an infinite number of R--digraphs containing a given 
R-digraph. 
We recall that the dichromatic number d,(D) of a digraph D was defined in 
[12] (see also [5]) and independently in [lo] as the minimum number of induced 
acyclic subdigraphs into which D can be partitioned. Notice that dk(D) s x(D). 
In [S] the following was proved. 
Theorem 3.2. There exist asymmetrical R-digraphs with arbitrarily large dichro- 
matic number. 
As a direct consequence of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we obtain the following. 
Theorem 3.3. There exist asymmetrical R--digraphs with arbitrarily large dichro- 
matic number. 
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